INTRODUCTION

Molybdenum and tungsten enzymes: from biology to chemistry and back
conference themes have broadened to include contributors from nitrogenase field, where Mo is associated with Fe, in the FeMoco cluster and the papers in this issue reflect that greater breadth. This issue provides a comprehensive account of the field through the publication of several key minireviews, each summarizing the state-of-the-art knowledge and identifying outstanding questions and future directions. In addition, the issue includes a variety of original research articles spanning the entire Mo and W enzyme field.
The properties of the mononuclear enzymes have a comprehensive treatment including enzymes representative of the three different families. The xanthine oxidase family enzymes are thoroughly covered, with review and original works covering medical aspects, mechanistic features, substrate specificity, electronic structure as reactivity determinants and cofactor interactions within xanthine oxidoreductase, aldehyde oxidoreductase and CO This conference series is special in that it brings together an extremely broad cross section of scientists from areas including bioinorganic chemistry, enzymology, microbiology, biochemistry, crystallography and spectroscopy with a common interest in the structure, function and applications of Mo and W enzymes. Both Mo and W hold special places in bioinorganic chemistry as they are the only elements of their respective (2nd and 3rd) rows of the transition series found in nature.
The Molybdenum & Tungsten Enzymes conferences, in their early days, focused on the mononuclear molybdenum and tungsten-pterin-containing enzymes. Most recently, the dehydrogenase from Oligotropha carboxidovorans, doi: 10.1007/s00775-014-1188-4).
The sulfite oxidase family is also reviewed in two distinct articles covering both the well-studied sulfite-oxi- The biosynthesis of the molybdopterin cofactor, bound to the active site metal in every known mononuclear Mo and W enzyme, has been covered as well as its structural role in defining substrate selectivity across the entire enzyme family (Mendel and Leimkühler, The biosynthesis of the molybdenum cofactors, doi: 10.1007/s00775-014-1173-y, and Rothery and Weiner, Shifting the metallocentric molybdoenzyme paradigm: the importance of pyranopterin coordination, doi: 10.1007/s00775-014-1194-6).
From a synthetic chemistry perspective, relevant data on efforts to structurally or functionally mimic the mononuclear molybdenum active site are reviewed (Basu and Burgmayer, Recent developments in the study of molybdoenzyme models, doi: 10.1007/s00775-014-1228-0). Biotechnological applications of molybdoenzymes are also described, each utilizing electrochemistry, showing that the versatility of these enzymes can be employed for practical purposes (Kalimuthu et We trust that the papers in this issue will interest a wide range of readers, not only experts in the field but those yet to venture into this diverse and exciting area. This includes researchers and those who teach these topics, alerting them to the wide range of reactions carried out by these enzymes, their peculiar structural features and most exquisite mechanistic aspects that make Mo and W very "special" metals for bioinorganic chemists, widespread in biology and participating in most of the reactions associated with environmental cycling of the fundamental elements of life: carbon, oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen.
